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Abstract—Representing computationally everyday emotional
states is a challenging task and, arguably, one of the most funda-
mental for affective computing. Standard practice in emotion an-
notation is to ask humans to assign an absolute value of intensity
to each emotional behavior they observe. Psychological theories
and evidence from multiple disciplines including neuroscience,
economics and artificial intelligence, however, suggest that the
task of assigning reference-based (relative) values to subjective
notions is better aligned with the underlying representations
than assigning absolute values. Evidence also shows that we
use reference points, or else anchors, against which we evaluate
values such as the emotional state of a stimulus; suggesting
again that ordinal labels are a more suitable way to represent
emotions. This paper draws together the theoretical reasons to
favor relative over absolute labels for representing and annotating
emotion, reviewing the literature across several disciplines. We
go on to discuss good and bad practices of treating ordinal
and other forms of annotation data, and make the case for
preference learning methods as the appropriate approach for
treating ordinal labels. We finally discuss the advantages of
relative annotation with respect to both reliability and validity
through a number of case studies in affective computing, and
address common objections to the use of ordinal data. Overall,
the thesis that emotions are by nature relative is supported by
both theoretical arguments and evidence, and opens new horizons
for the way emotions are viewed, represented and analyzed
computationally.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Describing everyday emotional states is a complex and non-
trivial task [1], and therefore so is labeling data for affective
computing [2]. Several particular challenges affect labeling.
People’s impressions of emotions are a basic source, but
the channels through which people can externalize them are
frustratingly narrow. Standard practice in affective computing
involves absolute annotation. Categorical labels (e.g., hap-
piness and anger) or attribute descriptors (e.g., arousal and
valence) try to locate the state of the subject at a point in a
tree or a continuous space. Annotators are doing that when
they observe an emotional behavior, and report the label or
score that best reflects their perception. However, emotions are
inherently structured. They are about something [3], which is
why context is crucial to understanding [4]. They are also
situated within narratives [5]. Trying to assign numbers to
emotions is not simply a noisy task: there are a multitude
of theoretical and practical reasons to doubt that subjective
notions function as numbers in the first place [6].
In spite of theoretical doubts, it made sense to explore the
use of absolute annotation for representing and annotating
emotion. However, the outcome underlines the doubts. This
paper makes the case for engaging with a fundamentally
different theoretical stance, where emotions are regarded as
intrinsically relative. If so, their annotation and analysis should
follow the ordinal path. To support this thesis we first review
the theoretical arguments from psychology, and the empirical
evidence coming from other disciplines, which favor rela-
tive conceptions of emotion (Section II). We then consider
measurement issues, involving reliability and validity, which
show the advantages of a relative annotation approach (Section
III). In Section IV we describe the different annotation data
types and the various (good, bad and ugly) ways these can be
processed within affective computing. Then in Section V we
present the preference learning paradigm for deriving affect
models from ordinal data as demonstrated via a plethora of
applications. Successful case studies showcasing the benefits
of relative annotation for videos, speech and games are also
presented (Section VI). The paper concludes with a discus-
sion on the most common objections to the use of ordinal
annotation (Section VII). Taken together, the arguments and
evidence make a case for a paradigm shift in the way emotions
are described computationally, annotated, and modeled.
II. WHY RELATIVE OVER ABSOLUTE?
Multiple disciplines, including philosophy, psychology, eco-
nomics, and artificial intelligence have studied the problem
of measuring subjective variables, and taking decisions based
on the results. In this section we survey the way various
disciplines have developed ideas about relative perspectives
and their importance for our decision making, as a way of
dealing with subjective notions such as affect.
A. Psychological Perspectives
A long standing thesis in psychology holds that while
humans are efficient at discriminating among options [7], that
is not matched by their ability to assign accurate absolute
values for the intensity of what we perceive—and therefore,
contrary to what we might imagine, does not depend on it.
We are particularly bad at giving absolute values when the
estimates involve subjective variables, such as the tension,
frequency and loudness of sounds, the brightness of an image,
or the arousal level of a video [7].
The theory related to that issue comes from various strands,
and has a long history. As a way of structuring it, it makes
sense to begin with themes that have early roots. Adaptation
level theory was an approach to sensory experience that took
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shape in the 1940s, and was drawn together by Helson in
1964 [8]. The central idea is that experience signals depar-
ture from a default level, the adaptation level, which is a
weighted mean of previous stimuli. It is striking that an early
paper by Russell, who became the best-known advocate of
a dimensional account, stressed the relevance of adaptation
level theory to emotion [9]. Similar points are made in diverse
theories, including relative judgment models [10] suggesting
that experience with stimuli gradually creates our internal
context, and discussions of anchors [11], against which we
rank any forthcoming stimulus or perceived experience. The
accounts agree that our choice about an option is driven by
our internal ordinal representation of that particular option
within a sample of options; not by any absolute value of
that option [12]. A particularly well-developed account, due
Stewart et al. [12], extended theories of relative judgment
to economic decision making. It models the subjective value
involved in a decision as the outcome of a series of pairwise
ordinal comparisons within a sample of attribute values drawn
from memory; which, in turn, determine the final rank of the
decision within the sample of options. The theory explicitly
rejects appeals to underlying psycho-economic scales. Instead,
it offers a Helsonian picture. Binary, ordinal comparisons
to material held in memory provide the basis of subjective
value. The value reflects its rank in a sample biased towards
recent experience, but also longer-term information about the
distribution of relevant attributes.
There is a straightforward application of the above theories
to affect annotation. As with sensory dimensions, affective
estimates are relative to an adaptation level. The implication is
that it is very doubtful to treat equal ratings at different points
in a rating session as if they meant the same thing. More
fundamentally, Helson considers how experiences are related.
He considers it obvious that there are different kinds of pleas-
antness or unpleasantness. The dimensional character comes
from the fact that instances that are of different kinds can
still be ordered. Ordering involves comparison with reference
experiences. It is part of the adaptation level paradigm that a
body of recent experiences act as immediate referents, but Hel-
son also points a longer-term process, linked to conditioning,
that establishes more enduring comparators. On that picture,
numerical descriptions are a proxy for describing where, in a
sequence built by comparisons, a particular experience lies.
The picture of emotions’ relative nature fits most of the
observations that are outlined in this paper. The argument is
emphatically not that the evidence forces us to accept that
kind of picture. It is that it provides a valuable perspective
on the problems with reliability and disputes about practice in
the collection and analysis of data within affective computing.
It is not unreasonable to suspect that they reflect the need to
rethink models of the way affect works at quite a deep level.
B. Other Perspectives
The concepts underlying this paper have been explored in
several other disciplines beyond psychology. The results and
evidence are relevant for the study of emotions but are not
covered in detail due to space considerations. In marketing
research values are traditionally measured with the use of
rank-based questionnaires. According to Rokeach [13] societal
or ethical values are acquired, internalized and organized in
a hierarchical manner. The ranking approach naturally helps
the respondent to discover, reveal and crystallize [13] his/her
hierarchy of values in a self-reporting manner. The empirical
evidence in that area is strong. For instance, a large scale
study involving over 3, 500 students across 19 counties [14]
compared ratings and rankings for addressing the recurring
problems of response style differences and language biases
in cross-national research. The findings support the ranking
approach: they show that it is more effective at reducing
response biases in cross-cultural settings.
In neuroscience, Damasio [15] reports extensive experi-
ments on the role of emotion in decision making. They imply
that each time we are presented with a stimulus, we construct
and store an anchor (or a somatic marker) which is eventually
a mapping between the presented stimulus and our affective
state. We then use these somatic markers as drivers for making
choices between options. Given its unique role, affect can
naturally guide our attention towards preferred options and,
in turn, simplify the decision process for us. There is also
evidence in monkeys [16] suggesting that their brain—in
particular, the orbitofrontal cortex (OBC)—encodes values in
a relative fashion. Similar results have been reported for the
human medial OBC [17].
Arguments in philosophy also emphasize the fundamental
role of comparison in subjectively defined values. The ceteris
paribus (or everything else being equal) preference theory
by Hansson [18] attempts to offer a unified formal structure
of values and norms. Hansson claims that most of our daily
decisions and choices are based on preferences ceteris paribus
of two relata, A and B—as the building block of our deci-
sion making process. It rests on the problem of comparing
structures with multiple attributes—which, as noted at the
beginning of the paper, emotional experiences typically do,
because they involve a context and a narrative.
The notion of preference is nowadays central in artifi-
cial intelligence and machine learning [19]. The theoretical
grounding of learning from preferences [20] is based on
humans’ limited ability to express their preferences directly in
terms of a specific value function [21]. That limitation holds
even if the underlying scale of the notion we wish to asses is
ordinal (e.g., in the case of ratings). This inability is mainly
due to the subjective nature of a preference and the notion we
express a preference about, and the substantial cognitive load
required to give a specific value for each one of the available
options we have to select from; and (recalling Hansson) each
one of the options is characterized by a number of attributes
(or the context) that we consider. Thus instead of rating our
options directly it is far easier and more natural to express
preferences about a number of limited options; and this is
what we end up doing normally. As the relative comparison
between pairs of options is less demanding (cognitively) than
the absolute assessment of a set of single options, pairwise
preferences are easier to specify than exact value functions
about the available options.
III. PERFORMANCE MEASURES
This paper argues for the advantages of ranks as an emotion
annotation tool. Clearly, that depends on identifying a measure
of performance that shows these advantages. In this section
we outline the two core criteria that against which annotation
strategies can be measured: reliability and validity.
Inter-rater reliability is the degree of agreement among
a number of annotators. This performance measure yields
superior results for relative (rank-based) annotation, compared
to other absolute annotation methods, as showcased by the case
studies detailed in this paper. Testing whether the annotator is
consistent over time (test-retest reliability) is also relevant for
the thesis of this paper (see Section VI).
The validity of annotation is the degree to which the
annotation construct measures the phenomenon we claim we
measure. While interlinked to an extent, validity and reliability
are different notions; the latter measures the degree to which
our observations about a phenomenon are consistent. Validity
in this paper is measured by the process of cross-validation in
statistics and machine learning. Cross-validation examines the
degree to which the result of a statistical analysis on data can
generalize to unseen (independent) data. Several case studies
in Section VI, and others in the literature showcase the superior
generalizability of ordinal approaches to modeling affect.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS FOR AFFECT MODELING
There are both theoretical and empirical arguments in favor
of ordinal approaches to affect annotation and affect modeling.
If so, obtaining ordinal labels in the first place would seem to
be the ideal approach. That is not always possible, though. So,
how should we process other data types, and how should we
machine learn from data types other than ordinal? Following
the taxonomy of Stevens [22] we can distinguish three data
types that we can obtain from an emotion annotation task:
interval, nominal, and ordinal. The next sections is what
the thesis of the paper implies for the various data analysis
practices followed in affective computing. That leads to an
outline that covers the three different data types used, and
considers the good, the bad and the so-called ugly data analysis
practices associated with each. These practices are depicted in
Fig. 1, respectively, as white, dark gray and light gray table
cells.
A. Annotations are Interval
Interval data represent an affect state or dimension with a
scalar value or a vector of values. Intervals are often confused
with ratings and the terms are used interchangeably; however,
ratings are not interval but rather ordinal values [6]. The most
popular rating-based question is a Likert item [23] in which
users are asked to specify their level of agreement with a
given statement. Popular rating-based questionnaires for affect
annotation include the Geneva Wheel model [24] and the Self-
Assessment Manikin (SAM) [25]. When annotations come in
Fig. 1. Practices in affective modeling: Treating column data types as row data
types. White, dark gray, and light gray table cells, respectively, illustrate the
good, bad and the ugly practices according to the thesis of this paper. By good
we refer to approaches that are theoretically sound and compatible with the
key message of the paper. By bad we refer to approaches that are technically
flawed or even impossible and are also incompatible with the ordinal approach
advocated in this paper. Finally, by ugly (perhaps too aggressively) we refer to
approaches that are possible but nevertheless incompatible to the key message
of the paper.
an interval form we can treat them as such or alternatively
treat them as nominal or ordinal data.
If interval data is treated as such then a form of regression is
naturally implied. For instance, one can think of attempting to
approximate the absolute interval traces of arousal or valence
using FeelTrace. This is a dominant practice in affective
computing and it is also theoretically solid from a machine
learning perspective. However, as advocated in this paper,
the approach of approximating absolute values of subjective
constructs such as emotions in models that misrepresent the
ground truth of emotion.
Treating interval values as nominal data, instead, implies
that one needs to first classify continuous annotations (e.g.,
from FeelTrace) and then create models via classification.
This is another dominant practice in affect modeling (e.g., see
studies on the SEMAINE dataset [26]) but recent evidence
suggests that such practice introduces a multitude of biases in
our data and thus takes us further away from the underlying
ground truth [27]. Furthermore, creating dichotomized labels
from interval data creates unavoidable problems where similar
samples around the boundary are artificially placed in different
classes [28].
Any attempt to derive an ordinal scale from interval data that
characterize subjective notions appears to be a good practice
to follow [29]–[31]. Several studies have transformed values
of affect to ordered ranks and then derived affect models
via preference learning: the transformation improves cross-
validation capacities [27], [32], [33].
B. Annotations are Nominal
The second annotation data type one may obtain comes in
nominal (or class) form. Nominal data are mutually exclusive
labels which are not ordered, such as sex or unordered affective
states. Note, however, that nominal data sometimes take the
form of a preference involving two or more options (for
instance, they may indicate preference for the timbre of one
sound in a list, or the warmth of one image in a set). There, an
order of preference is implied—or is inherent—and underlies
the observations. Binary nominal data that have a meaningful
underlying order can also be viewed as borderline nominal.
Examples include yes or no answers to questions such as do
you think this is a sad facial expression? or is the user in a
high- or a low-arousal state? In all such instances we argue
that data can be safely treated as ordinal.
Deriving interval scores out of nominal values seems flawed
or impossible unless there is an underlying order across the
classes; e.g., an attempt is presented in [34]. The approach,
however, leveraged on individual evaluations instead of con-
sensus labels. The key idea was to create a probabilistic
score per emotional category by considering the inter-evaluator
agreement. The framework also considered relationships be-
tween emotional categories. For example, a sample receiving
the label excitement increases its happiness score since these
emotions are related. This is only possible if individual evalu-
ations are available; otherwise, converting nominal values into
interval scores is not feasible or appropriate.
Nominal data is ideal for multi class machine learning prob-
lems when emotional content is described in terms of categori-
cal emotions. The common approach in affective computing is
to ask multiple evaluators to select an emotional category after
watching or listening to a stimulus. The individual evaluations
are then often aggregated creating consensus labels. Forced-
choice responses where an evaluator has to select an emotion
out of a list create inaccurate descriptors, however. Depending
on the options, the same stimulus can be annotated with
different emotions [35]. Furthermore, nominal labels do not
capture any within-class differences (i.e., different shades of
happiness). As a result, the nominal labels tend to be noisy
yielding poor inter-rater agreement, especially when the list of
emotions is large [36].
An order cannot be easily derived from classes which are
unordered—e.g., happiness and sadness. Indicatively, Lotfian
and Busso [34] used a probabilistic score to define preferences
between samples. The study established preferences when the
difference between the probabilistic score of two samples was
greater than a margin. On a similar basis, Cao et al. [37] also
derived preferences from categorical emotions; in their study,
every sentence labeled as happy was preferred over sentences
labeled with another emotion. One drawback of this approach,
however, is that it is not possible to establish preferences
between samples from the same class. We argue for a more
direct approach: to ask annotators to rank samples directly
(e.g., is sample A happier than sample B?).
C. Annotations are Ordinal
Ordinal data can be obtained via rank-based annotation
protocols. The annotator is asked to rank a preference among
options such as two or more images, musical pieces [31],
sounds [38], or video screenshots [39], [40]. On its simplest
form, the annotator compares two options and specifies which
one is preferred under a given statement (pairwise preference).
With more than two options, the annotator is asked to provide
a ranking of some or all the options. Examples of rank-based
questions include: was that level more engaging than this
level? which facial expression looks happier? is the user more
aroused now?
Data obtained through the common rating-based annotation
tools in affective computing such as FeelTrace or SAM is
ordinal by nature [6]. Such data is generally treated as interval
values, however—for instance, by averaging the obtained
annotation values. While this is the dominant practice in
psychometrics at large, there is extensive evidence for its
invalidity and the numerous subjective reporting biases such
analysis introduces to data [6], [29], [41].
Another popular practice is to treat ordinal data as nominal
and view the problem as a classification task. Recent studies
comparing the use of ordinal affect labels as ordinal against
the use of ordinal labels as classes showcase the superiority
of the first in yielding more general models of affect [27].
Finally treating ordinal data as ranks and viewing the
problem of affect modeling as a preference learning task both
respects the nature of the data and yields affect models of
supreme validity [27], [33] and reliability [40]. The studies
presented in Section VI provide additional evidence for the
superior nature or relative affect annotation and its analysis
for affect modeling.
V. SO, I HAVE RANKS; HOW DO I DERIVE MY MODELS?
Given the different data types that we can obtain from
our annotations, the next step is naturally to process it sta-
tistically or derive affect models which rely on this data. A
popular objection to the use of ordinal labels is the lack of
statistical tools and methods to process them. Section VII
addresses common objections directly, but this section focuses
on preference learning (PL) [19], [20], the natural approach
to process ordinal (affect annotation) data and derive (affect)
models from this data. PL is a subfield of supervised learning
dedicated to the processing of ordinal labels. The PL paradigm
as an approach for affective modeling was first introduced by
Yannakakis back in 2009 [30]. Since then numerous studies
in affective computing have used PL for affect detection and
retrieval through images [42], [43], videos [39], [44], music
[31], [45], sounds [38], speech [27], [37], [46], games [27],
[47], [48] and text [49].
There are several algorithms and methods available for the
task of preference learning. Most of them reduce the prob-
lem to pairwise comparisons where the task is to determine
whether one sample, A, is preferred over another sample, B,
(i.e., A  B). The results of the pairwise comparisons are used
to rank the samples. It is important to note that any supervised
learning algorithm can be converted to a PL problem by using
an appropriate formulation. Linear statistical models, such as
linear discriminant analysis and large margins, and non-linear
approaches, such as Gaussian processes, shallow and deep
artificial neural networks, and support vector machines, are
applicable for learning to predict ranks.
A popular derivation for PL consists of using binary classi-
fiers. Let φ be the feature vector of sample x. If xi is preferred
over xj (i.e., xi  xj), the objective is to find a hyperplane
w such that w(φi − φj) > 0, which is equivalent to a binary
classification problem where the features are the subtraction
of their respective feature vectors. This problem can be solved
by any binary classifier; e.g., RankSVM is the equivalent PL
method for support vector machines (SVMs) [50].
An alternative formulation for PL is training a function f
that maintains a higher preference for the preferred option;
for example, if xi  xj then f(φi) > f(φj). There are
several approaches to create this function: for example, it
can take a parametric distribution as done with Gaussian
processes [51], or can be learned from data using deep
learning structures as performed via convolutional neural net-
works [47], [52] or via RankNet [53], or via neuroevolution
[27], [30]. Studies have demonstrated that all aforementioned
methods provide compelling results [30], [34], [46], [52],
[54]. For the interested reader, a number of PL methods
including RankSVM, neuroevolutionary preference learning
and PL via backpropagation are contained in the preference
learning toolbox (PLT) [55]. PLT is an open-access toolkit
built and constantly updated for the purpose of easing the
processing of ordinal labels.
A. Preference Learning for Affective Computing: Applications
Any application in emotion recognition can be formulated
as a ranking problem in which PL algorithms are trained
to predict ordinal labels. Examples of applications include
forensic analysis where the goal is to prioritize the videos
or audio to be analyzed by selecting a subset of recordings
with target emotional content (e.g., threatening behaviors).
Another example is in identifying emotionally salient regions,
relying on relative emotional changes [56]. Computational
tools that are able to rank emotions are also suitable for
emotion retrieval, where the goal is to identify examples
associated with a given emotional content [34]. Applications of
emotional retrieval include solutions for health care domains
[57], [58]. In longitudinal studies relying on remote assistant
technologies, rank-based emotion retrieval can provide an
ideal framework for healthcare practitioner to identify and
review relevant events from patients with emotional disorders.
Emotion retrieval from speech can facilitate better solutions
for call centers. It can also facilitate the collection of natural
emotional speech databases [59]. Emotion-aware recommen-
dation systems are also an important application area for PL
using ordinal labels (e.g., selecting music or sounds conveying
emotions that match the current affective preference of the user
[31], [38]).
The breadth of applications expand to video-based, [39],
[40], speech-based [56] or physiology-based [60] emotion
recognition for health, educational or entertaining [41] pur-
poses. The next section covers a few successful applications
Fig. 2. AffectRank: the rank-based annotation tool introduced in [40].
AffectRank is inspired by FeelTrace but it allows the real-time annotation
of arousal and/or valence in a relative fashion.
directly showcasing the benefits of ordinal annotation and
processing for affect modeling.
VI. CASE STUDIES RELEVANT FOR AFFECTIVE
COMPUTING
In this section we outline a number of studies across
various domains of affect computing that support the main
argumentation and evidence of this paper. None of these
studies is new; however, they are put together for the first time,
thereby, collectively making our thesis stronger. We focus
on important affect annotation studies that compare ordinal
annotations against class-based and/or rating-based protocols
within the domains of video, speech, and game experience
annotation. Please note that the list is not exhaustive, because
space is limited.
A. Videos
While Metallinou and Narayanan [29] have long indicated
the need of tools that would allow for a relative annotation
of videos it is only very recently that such tools were in-
troduced. The annotation tool named AffectRank [40] is a
freely-available1, rank-based version of FeelTrace which asks
the annotator to indicate a change in arousal and/or valence
while watching a video. The evaluation study of [40] compared
the inter-rater reliability between FeelTrace and AffectRank
for the video annotation of two datasets: the SEMAINE [61]
and the Eryi game dataset. The obtained results validate
the hypothesis that AffectRank provides annotations that are
significantly more reliable than the annotations obtained from
FeelTrace (see Fig. 2). AffectRank yields superior reliability
even when FeelTrace ratings are treated as ordinal data. The
key findings of [40] further support the thesis of this paper by
demonstrating that the dominant practice in continuous video
affect annotation via rating-based labeling has negative effects.
B. Speech
Recent work in speech-based affect recognition has demon-
strated the benefits of using PL with ordinal labels [32]–
[34], [46]. Using time-continuous evaluations for arousal and
valence provided by FeelTrace, the above studies defined
1https://github.com/TAPeri/AffectRank
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Fig. 3. Case studies on speech: (a) improved precision at K (P@K) of
RankSVM over regression (SVR) and binary classification (SVM) for arousal
[32], (b) QA framework to identify trends from emotion annotation traces
[33].
preferences between pairs of speech samples and compared
PL (via RankSVM) against binary classification and regression
for modeling arousal and valence. The task consisted of
determining whether the value of the attribute of one sample
was above or below the median value across the corpus
(i.e., median split). This formulation applies directly to binary
classifiers, where the positive and negative classes are defined
according to the median split. For implementing regression,
the predicted scores were sorted by selecting the samples at
the top and bottom of the list. For preference learning, samples
were ranked according to the emotion attributes, selecting
samples in the extremes. The evaluation demonstrated that
preference learning provided over 10% increase in cross-
validation performance compared to the other two methods
(see Fig. 3a). The evaluation also revealed two important
observations. First, PL makes better use of the training set.
Even when the margin that defines a preference is large, most
of the data is still included in the ordinal dataset. Second,
the results seem to saturate for RankSVM as the number of
pairwise comparisons increases over 5, 000 in the training set.
We expect that deep architectures will be able to handle a
bigger dataset, achieving better results [27], [46], [47].
In another study, it was proposed to define ordinal labels
by considering trends in the time-continuous labels [33]. Each
dialog is annotated by multiple evaluators creating a trace
per rater. A common observation is that these traces are
noisy with low inter-evaluator agreement. Instead of averaging
the traces across evaluators, the qualitative agreement (QA)
framework [62] was used to identify segments where most of
the evaluators agreed on trends (e.g., increase or decrease in
the values of the traces). This framework leverages consistent
information provided in the, otherwise, noisy traces. The
emotion annotation traces are segmented into bins, and their
average are compared creating an individual matrix per eval-
uator (right side of Fig. 3b). The arrows denotes increasing or
decreasing trends between bins. All the individual matrices are
then combined creating a consensus matrix with the consistent
trends (left side of Fig. 3b). The core findings suggest that
extracting ordinal labels with QA provides better classifiers,
increasing the accuracy of the emotion rankers.
C. Games
The literature on the benefits of ordinal annotation in video
games is rich. Several studies have explored both first-person
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(c) Preference learning
Fig. 4. A hypothesized (artificial) ground truth function (z-axis) which is
dependent on two attributes, x1 and x2 (Fig. 4a), the best classification model
(Fig. 4b) and the best preference learned model (Fig. 4c) [27].
and third-person ordinal annotation of playing experience and
player affect. Indicatively, ordinal annotation protocols have
been explored in racing games [48], prey-predator [6], [27],
[40], horror [38], and physical interactive games [41] among
many other game genres. Most notably for the purposes of
this paper, Yannakakis and Hallam compared rating versus
ranking annotations of first person experience in both a prey
predator and a physical interactive game [41]. Their subjects
were asked to use 5-point (prey-predator) or 10-point (physical
interactive game) Likert items versus a ranking protocol to
answer questions about the experience of the games they
just played. The affective states they explored spanned from
fun to frustration, to excitement and boredom. Their key
findings reveal that rater consistency (reliability) is higher
when ranking protocols are used across both games. Further
their evidence suggests that the order of answering affects
ratings more than ranks. In other words, ranks yield higher
degrees of test-retest reliability.
In another study, Martinez et al. [27] worked on the hypoth-
esis that the best way of analyzing ratings of affect is to treat
them naturally as ordinal data. To test their hypothesis they
compared models of affect that are the result of converting
ratings to classes (classification) versus ordinal models that
are trained directly via preference learning. They used three
datasets for their analysis: an artificial dataset, a dataset
from the MazeBall game containing physiological signals and
gameplay data [52] and the SAL [63] corpus which contained
739 1-second-long speech segments. The main findings of their
study validate their hypothesis and further support the thesis of
this paper. Models trained via preference learning outperform
the classification models of affect in terms of cross-validation.
Figure 4 showcases how much closer a preference learned
model can reach a hypothesized (artificial) ground truth,
compared to a classification model.
Importantly for the thesis of this paper, Holmgaard et al.
[60] compare different types of stress annotation with the aim
of finding the best possible approximation to the underlying
ground truth. In particular they compare annotations indicating
the most stressful event in a game (class-based annotation)
versus a rank-based approach by which subjects compare
stress across game events. Their findings reveal that the ordinal
annotations are more accurate predictors of the phasic driver of
skin conductance which is assumed to be a reliable indicator
of underlying stress.
VII. CAN LESS BE MORE?
In this section we discuss a number of traditional objections
to the use or ranks or relative constructs in affective computing
and human computer interaction at large. There are certainly
more objections we could discuss; however, we put an em-
phasis on the most important ones given the limited space.
More is Better: It is natural to believe that more informa-
tion about a subjectively defined notion such as an emotion
is a good property. It is also safe to believe that if one
merely compares emotions in a relative fashion and does not
specify an absolute value about them the resulting analysis
suffers from lack of resolution and intensity. However, all
studies presented in this paper, the evidence collected from
other disciples and, finally, the psychological framework about
the relative nature of emotions collectively suggest the exact
opposite: that less is more. It appears that the additional
information offered by absolute annotation is only biasing
the search for valid and reliable models of affect. Further,
at first sight it might seem that the intensity of an emotion is
completely lost if it is expressed in a relative fashion as it is
only compared to an anchor or a reference point. Empirical
evidence from this paper showcase that the intensity is not
lost; it is instead lying under the provided ranks. The function
that models affective ranks (e.g., a preference learned neural
network [27], [47]) can directly output intensity values of the
modeled affect. In other words, intensity is not only present
when ordinal labels are used but is also free of reporting biases
caused through absolute annotation.
Anchors: To rank means inherently to compare. To be
able to compare one needs a point of reference. Ranking-
based annotations require at least one reference point which
is usually found as an option in the question. While the
requirement of a reference point might seem a core limitation
of rankings we argue that it is their biggest strength. As we
discussed thoroughly in this paper it is theoretically grounded
that humans maintain a baseline when using any type of
reporting scheme. Be it a class or a rating question an
annotator will make a comparison based on other items within
the scale or earlier responses in similar questions and contexts.
The power of ranks is that this baseline extraction process
does not have to happen unconsciously or intuitively; it is
forced. Further the baseline is not some mere approximation
of preference indicated by a scale or distorted by memory; it
is a real option one uses as a reference during the annotation.
Once again, this property of ranks appears to be a limitation
but it instead encapsulates one of their core strengths.
Statistical Analysis: Given their ordinal nature it is not
always possible to apply conventional statistical methods to
ordinal data. Standard descriptive statistics such as mean
values and standard deviations are not applicable. Parametric
tests are not applicable either. There are still, however, multiple
data visualization methods and data processing techniques
that span from classical correlation analysis to statistical tests
for significance and further to modern machine learning ap-
proaches that are available for handling preferences and ranks.
This paper already covered several of the methods (Section V)
but the reader is also referred to [6], [40] for more details.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented and supported the thesis that
emotions are by nature relative. We do not claim that it
is a novel thesis. On the contrary, we have taken pains to
show that it reflects established ideas in many literatures—
psychology, philosophy, neuroscience, marketing research, ar-
tificial intelligence and, not least, affective computing. The
research in affective computing allows us to identify good
and bad practices for the analysis of interval, nominal and
ordinal annotations; and it provides several practical ways of
processing ordinal affective labels via preference learning. It
also provides studies, across various domains of affective com-
puting, which showcase the advantages of treating emotions
as relative notions. Our fundamental aim is to make it clear
that this is not a fringe issue. Attempts to work with absolute
annotation, including our own, have shown that problems we
knew in principle do not turn out to be unimportant in practice.
The cumulation of evidence says that it makes sense to look in
a concerted way at the alternative that various teams, including
our own, have been exploring.
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